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Calculating Thermodynamic Properties of Real Gases at High Temperatures

by

A. G. Tabachnikov

Described is a method of extrapolating by temperatures of virial coefficients. The

method was used for formulating an equa ion of the state of nitrogen in the range of

temperatures of from O-3000OCe

Contemporary development of a numer of branches of science and technology needs

data on the thermodynamic behavior of substances, particularly gases, in the zone of

high temperaturea.

The presently available experimental data on thermodynamic properties of gases

are in a majority of instances limited to temperatures of 150-2000 C, In recant years

efforts are being made to experime-t at much higher temperatures L, 2>. But unfctu-

nately, even these single experiments do not go beyond temperatures of over 1000*C*

Perfectly natural are therefore efforts to determine thermodynamic properties

at high temperatures, on the basis of experimental in the zone of moderate tempera-

turesý.,45] .

Such calculations are mostly made with the aid of the virial equation of state

PVRT [I ~+•~+. a~) )T

for the calculation of coefficients of which there are definite theoretical hypotheses.

The fact in, statistical physios offers the principal possibility of calculating

all so-called virial coefficients of equation (1) if the energy of paireA reaction

of molecules F.(r) is known. At present time for a number of proposed interaction po-

tentials J (r) were made preliminary calculations, necessary to determine the second

B(T) and third C(T) of virial coefficient. .

But it shouild be pointed out that of all v'irial coefficients sufficiently reliab-
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le can be calculated only the second (B(T) which ia relatively less sensitive to the

form of interaction function.

In the case of much higher virial coefficients the proposed interaction po-

tentials give less satisfactory results.

In connection with this it was decided to determine the virial coefficients of equa-

tion (1), on the basis of theoretically calculated second virial coefficient B(T) sad

rules, emanating from the equation of state, introduced by YaeZ*Kazavchinskiy[73,.

PV - i T +- . + -.. .... (2)

where a .0 V Z+.; Vi E.m-,o1ho-

+ - monotonously decreaaing function of temperature, the form of which will be discus-

sed below; n depends upon the described range of densities.

The selection of equation (2) to solve the given rroblen does not appear to be

accidental. The fact is ,that fully ageeing with the Bogolyubov-JUyer (8 general

equation of state, it will by its form very accurately reflect all behavioral charac-

teristics of real gases. The structure of equation (2) is suchothat it is possible

to use same for describing practically any one parameter change zone. It should be

pointed out, that in form (2) were formulated equationsof state for a greater number

of gases varying in their qualitieas9 - 18J . the parameters of which varied in densi-

ties from zero to two and more critical, and in temperatures - frcm saturation curve

to temperatures, considerably exceeding the Boyle temperatures

The given considerations allow to assumethat not only equation (2) in itself, but

also the relations obtained from it appear to be. valld in the entire zone of paramter

change, including also at high temperaturese

Having transforued equation (2) into form (1) we will obtain for virial coeffi-

cients the following expressions*

B(T •. ch + ' +CiRT RT'

C(T) =b2 - L a+ f2+ 1e + C3
JRT RT RT

FTATT-63--33/j2 2



As is evident fro the -tioned expressions ,if in the investigated range ofi-

is known. the function 1. then the determination of all virial coefficients is reduced

to finding by experimetal data the constants aLgbig, ,d:L,.e in expressions (3),(4)o

..*The equation of state cu mpiled in such a - ay mill be valid, apparently,

in this range of temperatureasin which the temperature function w vas determined* In turn

the temperature function ýAn a sufficiently broad range of temperatures can be prin-

cipelly separated from the theoretically calculated second virial coefficiento

This defines the method of formulating the equation of state outable for cal-

culating at high temperatures, which consists in the followings

1. On all experimental isothermal curves are separated Tirial coefficients, the

number of which. depends upon the described range of densities* Separation of virial

coeffiCients can be brought about by the known method of plotting and extrapolating

in the zero density of isotherms in coordinatea

V

to determine the corresponding second B(T), third C(T) and so on# by the Tirial coef-

ficient.

2. By the experimental values of the second virial coefficeint B(T) are-determined the

peramtera of the accepted interaction potential and to calculate the

values B(T) in the investigated range of temperatures. Selection of the interaction

potential is determined in each case by - the properties of the gases.

3. From the theoretically calculated second viral coefficient is separated the

temperature funotion.

4. Having to our disposal the temperature function ,and table separated, on all

experimental isotherms, virial components. by the method of least squares we find

the constants aj, big Cie digge. in equatons (3) (3 )....

FTD.TT-63 -85/1+a 3



It still remains to be explaineds.

14 Yathod of separating temperature functionJj from second virial coefficient,

2e Necessary number of analysis members in so-called curvilinear part of equation

(2) (aI) + t- + ... ).

In response to the first question we will turn to the theoretical equation of

the second virial coefficientli:97

It is necessary to ass-, that there is a certain mini-im permissible distance

betweem molecule rog, because at r L. r. £ (r) - -.O It can then be vrittem.

2- 1 T r 3 + I I v i --x f P F -i l % ) .3 0 Lr~ kr

Having broken down erp L- T Jr ihto series according to T and integating

ternwisee we will obtain

=k. + - + .(7)
T 7)

It is evident from the obtained expression that to determne the temperature

function 4 is necessary the second virial coeffic rit, theoretically calculated

to sufficiently high tenueraturea (ddafrable to tensueratureagcorresponding to its o

zinum 9 Or over), analytically represented in form (7), then, as is evident from can-

paring (7) and (3) the temperature function ýmith an accuraq to constant mnultiplicand
Cl
H will be equal to k (8)

To offer an answer to the second question we will state, that by its pbysical nature

the curvilinear part of the equation (2) takes into consideration the interaction at

associated molecules48' and, consequently, the basic role in played in the zcne of

low temperaturea, partioularly noaw the saturation curve, consequentl2y the number of

necessary decc.mposition amemrs depends here upon the temperature rang. of experimental

data, on the basis of which the constants of equation (2) are deter.de4

On the other hand,in connection with the fact, that by form equation (2) at T a costi-

JTD-TT..63-85/1+2



represents an iaochore equatim. it is possible to evaluate the nature of its curvi-

linear part by the isochore eonfiguretion features of real guns

Anal]yad., of real gas isochores shon a

1) Up to critical density (d/_ dk) isochores have a curvature of one sign over the

entire range of temperature chamngsa

2) after critical density the sign of isochore curvature cbhegez, but not cver the

entire rang. of temperatures, but only ia the range of from T.5 to T- T/Tk ' 1.5 -

1.7. At temperatures greater than 1.7 Tk, the curvature sign remains as befcr. *In other

words, at d > dk the Isochroes appear to be lines of double curvatureo

3) when d > 2dk the isochaves again have a curvature of one sign, the very same

sign as at d 4 k*

It is evident from this anvyuis othat in order to describe with equstion (2) the tem-

perature range* be Inning with a saturation tonpenaturo. it is necessary to have a

mini-z of two nmemers in the cur.ilinear pert (%jfv) 4 and 1,4 2), whereby, apparently,

at d \ dk 3 and t should hame different signso

If constant equations of state are dete-nned by experimtal data at temperatu-

res, higher than 197 Ie where all Isochores have a curvature of one sign, it is pos-

sible to confine omesef• only to the first stage of temperature function

In the pronposed method in the 1wocess of separating virial coefficients * and

binding sam with second virial coefficient B(T) is attained simultaneously a graphia

and simple agrement of experim.tal data*

we will discuss below the compilation of an equation of state for nitrogen.

Blation of State of Nitrogen

In the range of temperatutwe from 0 - 800°C f:the second virial coefficient

of nitrogen data are already available [2.20-2i! 0 At temperatures below VOP the

values of the second Tirial coefficient were determined by us by PVT-data 107 olborn,

Otto and liftr . Ones and. Trk[2 As result of graphic smoothing were obtained

OttIad 63-8�5/1a25



mean values of the second virial coefficient in the temperature range of 125-8000 C

(table 1).

To select the form of interaction function of molecules j (r). the experimental values

of the second Tirial coeffic ent were compered with theoretically calculated throgh

potentials (6-12) Lenard-John-s and (exp. 6 ) Buckingham and by the Kilbar equation (table 2)

For the case of the Lennard-Johns (6-12) potential

a(r) = 4E C;,r)~-(/f

calculation of the second virial coefficient is done by formula

, (r) - pr( FjT)CO)

to which after integration is brought equation (5), if in role of interaction function

is accepted expression (9),whereby

p= -- N S, . Xm- (I
3 C

Function F(i') for 0.3 /---400 tabulated in ex-• .,entý2].

Table le Erperimental values of second virial coefficient of nitrogen
( 3.103. Am•ga units, Vo - 22404 cml3/mol)

i)t*C ~)Holborn. Michelle Sorel ý)OIn'i k) Avragw
.. & Otto & Assooo

i) 4)

-isi -8, ibo -
-0 7 -2,260 -2,260

- 50 -1,610 -1.610
-1,157 -1.125,25- -5,743'0 -0,467 -0,460 - -0,755

25 -0,209 -0,213
50 -0,023 -- 0,013 -0,020
75 0020,145

100 0,269 0,293 0.450
150 0,514 "0,548 0,5038 0,509
200 0,686 0,6721 O.672
300 0,909 0,9096 0,910
400 1,047 1,0643 1,064
500 1,1705 1,171
600 1,2486 1,249
700 1,3061 1,30&
.800 1,3478 1,348

~D-T3-~5l.26



Tble 2. Comparison of xperimental Value. of Second Virial CoefficIenOt of
Nitrogen with Calculated

( B.lO, Amag unit., Vo a 22404 czO/io1)

I, teC 'ý)Experimental 3) Lennard-Johns V Bucki nbam, a=13. fKikhar, ;, k 124*K.
"k! =94.7.5% t- A - 91.210K 1 o 31.43

2.8h6 b i h06

-125 -3,266 -3,131 -3.221 -3,360
-100 -2,260 -2,222 -2.291 -2,370
- 75 -1,610 -1,580 -1.628 -1,687- 50 -1,125 -1,101 -1.135 -1.194
- 25 --0,755 -0,726 -- 0.756 -0.791

0 -- 0,460 -0,436 -- 0.457 -0,484
25 -0.113 -20,188 --0.216 -0.228
50 -0,020 -0,022 -0,015 -0,022
75 0,145 0,192 0,I16 0,141100 0,290 0,330 0.292 0,280150 0,509 0,533 0,519 0,500

200 0,672 0,693 0,684 0,681
300 0,910 0,928 0,921 0,925
400 1,064 1,085 .1,072 1,084
500 1,171 1,192 1,176 1,194
600 1,249 1.267 1,249 1,275700 1,306 1,312 1.30D 1.334800 1,348 1,364 1,339 1,383

The valuesT and 6/k (table 2) were determined by experimental values of the

second 'irial coefficient by the Lennard-3ohna mothnd5.

Buckingham26] introduced an interaction potential, in which theoretically more

founded in canparison with (9) Is the member, considering the repalsion energy. One

of the modifications of this potential appears to be the so-called (exp-6) potential.

,(r�___• 1 (6/a) exp [t(I -r/r.)l - (r.Ir)6, r > r,., (1Q)
1 - 6/a

The idea of constants Em, rM and rmax is plain fron fig.l; q determines the:

curvature of the repulsion potential and is connected with the value of in

termolecular distance 1o0 at which P (W) 0.

Equation (5) can be reduced to form

* B(T) = b,4((z. :), (14)

where b. ,Nrt , -

3 6*

ID-.T-63-85/1*2 7
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Fig.l.Graph, illustrating idea of constants 'm' rm, rmax

The function Ch (CT) for seven values c( in limits 0.4LItL 400 is tabulated

in report[27] .

Parameters Oc, bo and Em/k were determined by the above described Lennard-Tohni

method with the only exception that the presence of thv third parameter o* leads to

the necessity of plotting a series of curves lgýC CIg -Zf ) "ari us

Dli values.

By analyzing table 2 it can be concluded, that, first of all, in case of nitro-

gen the consideration of the nonsphexical form, of its molecule does not produce a con-

siderable effect, an the other hand9 all calculated values of the second virial coef-

ficient are close to each other, a certain discrepancy is being observed only at high

temperatures.

in connection with the fact. that with a r-.se in temperature there is an inten-

sified influence of the repulsion potential, for the calculation of the

second virial coefficient at high temperatures was accepted the Buckingham potential.

On the basis of fornula (7), by the mnthod of the least rquares vas ccmpiled eqm-

FTD-2T-63-85/1*2



tion of the second virial coefficient, valid in the temperature range of from 12_5-

" ,3 + L, ý8152 104,5 388.7 808,8 865.1 373.5
*103Bl-1, 2303+ + V70 O' 8'.+ fa 0'+ 0' 0*'

where B-in Amga units; 0- -100 *

When ecmpiling equation of state we used experimental data Y29 and 2j hn the

range of tenperatures of from 0 - 80000C

For convenience the equation of state was ompiled not in virial form (1) but in

a samewhat changed form

PV= RT+B,p+Cp+... C (15)

Plotting of isotherms A aA (Pr-RN-Bf,) in dependence upon showed, that

up to ?= 360 Amlge units within limits of experimental error the experimntal points

are plotted on straight lines. This indicates, that in the range of densities 0 - 360

to equation (•1) can be presented in form of

'V = RT + B, p + C, p+Dp (/+-

whereby it becomes apparent that

,- lim. A-o," (16)

The C3 and • values determined in this way were reflected by an analytical mt h-J

of least squares in form ot

C,=a,+b"O+c1 -ý, D,=a,+bO+c+.u "

where is determined from equation of the second virial coefficient in conformity

with (7) and (8).

Finally for densities of 0 - 360 Amage units and temperatures of from 0-30000 C

the equation of state has the form of

PV -. R 0+ Bp p +Cp.+ Dppl. P.

where 10'B '2,986+0,45M06 + 1, (17)

•ICc, -10,164 + 0,1955 0 -1,6701 ., (18)

10ODp -0,6177+0,07400 + 0,11149, (19)
88,27 142.4 296,2 316,8 136,8

e e, + o.



In the equations. were adoptcods 1 -ir. ;Iy',.nlwrezjTa nd? - in AMwga unitS;

Se22404 om3 /=al; R -0.3662.5 dcrioxtea.

A check of equation in acctxrcuiuýs wit :zt.t dbu;29.2j showied that the meas

error in 0.05% and the -niXj'-aM - e(V4Ot ic,ý 0.16% (the check was zmade anlO

points).

- e~r~y of ±I-atract1.rn o!' twC ait1]ijtJu~ t a distance r frcm each

other; k-Boltzmanni constant; lftil~ .~:;.- ~u. of potential curve mdnitmiia

'-intermolecular distance, a" wldt-h (r) r 0.
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leakage of Gas into a Liquid through the Lavel Nozzle

M. G. Mciseyev

Leakage of a San stream into a liquid was, investigated bef ore bytIj.j [2 But

in these experismts was investigated the discharge of a subsonic air stream into wa-

ter. The results, gven in this report, appeared to be the developuent and expansion

of these investigations over the zone of much higher discharge raeess The experiments

were made on a special installation. The discharge of the strese was realized horizon

tally into a tank, filled with water. The level of the water coltma above the cut of

the nozzle was 300 =6 To ansure photographing of the stream the tank was provided

with windows, covered with .. transparent organic glass*

It should be mentionedthat the floating stream passes basically only thereqwhere

the pressure is already low* This is confirmed by measurements and photosn In this

waysthe effect of gravity on the outflow of a supersonic gas stream in horizontal

plane within limits of the investigated section is practically nill,

To measure pressure in the stream was used as specially prepared Pitot tube with

electric heating. The tube moved in horizontal plane with the aid of a coordinator.

Heating of receiving tube,was found necessary, because without it the water froze,and

measurements were impossiblee

In the process of experimental investigation was measured total pressure along

the axis and in transverse directione The investigation was rode at varions flow vel-

ocities at the output from the nozzle and varioud unforseen things n.Un*er unforseen

things we will understand the pressure ratio, in the output section of the nozzle

•. •.-•_'• ,'•, •÷•1.1



to the pressure in the surrounding medium. Faur nozzles with different M-nwnber at

output were used: • . !,73; 2,09; 2.58; 3,00. The diameter of the critical section

of all nozzlen was 4 am, angle of opening - 100,

Measurements along the ax•is of the stream we-

re made at a distance of up to 20-35 cali- p
i4

berm of output section of noz'-Ile.Pýr the

nozzle, within limits of 3-4 calibeas,me '10 -7

asurements were made within 1 umunthen withknu•

2 , and further on the basic section 4 __--___

of the stream within larger intervals.

Across stream measurements we realized 0 t0 20 30 S/d

within 1 mm. Figle Change in pressure p (gage atm)
measured by Pitot tube,along the axis of the

Certain experimental results are given stream (Mo0ut 2,58); l-n-l.5; 2 -1.0

in graphs. By studying the curves plot

ted in fig.1 it is evident,that in a gas stream, being discharged into watershould

be distinguishad as during the discharge into the air, two sharply differing sections.

This firsaf all, is the initial section of the stream~in which sharp pressure fluctu-

ations are observed, measured by the Pitot tube. The length of this section is suffi-

ciently large and it &rTos with the increase in incalculability (unforseen things).

On the other hand, the basic section ,on which a smooth pressure drop is observed,

measured by the Pitot tube,

A comparison of measurement results shows (fig.2) that also the nature of pres-

sure fluctuations along the axis of the stream, and their value, and length of the

enti:' initial section of air supersonic stream, flowing into water and into air, are

in quite accurate confrxi nity. This circumstance indicates,that within the limits of

the initial section of the air flow propagating in water', is retained the very same

ccnfiguration of slh&--k %a's, as in a stream,being discharged into the air* And this



indicates, that within the limits of the initial section tkere is no intensive mixing

of two phases, otherwise tho affinity (similarity) with the stream, spreading in air

medium, would be disrupted.
Measuring pressure along the profile of the

P stream shows, that along the ax.z. of the

16 stream in the zone of high pressures no sharp
.1

o{• expansion is observed. This circumstance also

, ,,confirms the analogy of initial sections of

supersonic air streams ,spreading in the

0 4 a 12 s/O air and in water* A sharp expansion of the

Fig,2oCcmparing results of measuring pres-

sure p (gauge ata) along axis in initial stream , observed on photos, and also the

section of stream in water and in air

(diameter of critical section of nozzle wide zone of lower total pressures-along

8 "m)l
1-M = 1.96; n = 3'22 (in air); 2-2.09; the periphery of the stream indicate, that the

3.0?Ln water); 3-2,49; 1.0 (in air);
4-2.58; 1.0 (in water) air stream, spreading in water,, has a broad

boundary layer, consisting of gas-liquid mixture, which moves at slow pace in comparison

with the velocity of the central stream. The angle of stream expension is 18-25! where-

by a greater angle value corresponds to greater values of incalculability.

On the basis of above findings it can be recosended to calculate the initial sea-

tion, with the exception of the boundary layer, for the supersonis air streamnflowing

into water, as well as for the streameflowing into an air medium,

On the basic section of the stream the pressure meas~Lred along the axis decreases

smoothlye The pressure fields, obtained by the Pitot tube, were processed in dimension

less coordinates

In fig.3 is given the field of pressuresmeasured by the Pitot tube, on the

basic section of air stream in watere Here are plotted experimental points,correspoa4-

ing to various nozzles, conditions and distances from the cut of the nozzlee

13



Results of experiments are in quite excellent cofcrarty with the solution, obtained

'by G.N.Abramovic'hlf for *he problem of the gas stream in a liquid according to which

the profile of the kinetic head is approximate27 described by dependence
- P = 3jp 5, . . '

A p,,,,

where xi = y/b.

XVe

0 8-0

050

0,3

0 - ,0 2,0

Fig*3&Field of measured pressures on basic section of stream

P.U

1..M0ut=3; a a 1.; S/da11*2; 2-3; 1; 13; 1; 3-3; 1; 16,61 4-31 1; 19.5; 5- 31 065;
7.8; 6- 3; 0.5; 10.9; 7- 2.58; 0.5; 10.01 8- 2.58; 1; 11.81 9- 2.58; 11 17.0;
10-1.73; 2; 9a2; 11- 1.73; 5; 18.8

Such a result for the basic section of subsoni~c air stream in water was obtained

by B*F.~GlikszrL2j -

It is necessary to mention the 2ailsating nature of the outflow. Pulsations are

accomnpanied by shocks. flri-ng pulsations a part of the liquid in the nozzle is replsepd

in direction, opposite of the direction of flow* Pulsation frequency is 0.5 - 1 cq

Designations

p-,pr essuze,znea sure d by Fitot tube; S-distance' frcim nozzle out; d-diameter ct

outrut section of nozzle;,p &p. lPxz excess pressure in given point and on axis .of stream;

Yf~ys distance from given, point and point, where Ap =0.5 ýpmqto axis of stream;

.rýt ( .1-2 1

1• '12



b-radium of stream*

I~teretiar.
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2. G141on BYJ; Izvestiva Akademii Nauk SS.St; Otd.1.TvknIbukgEzerget~k I Aito-
matika, Noe2,1959
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